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Abstract

Utilizing Piecision Teaching to Measure Growth of
Reading Comprehension Skills in Low Achieving Stud.Ats.
Nati, Joanne M., 1989: Practicum Report, Nova
University, The Center for the Advancement of Eduw.tion.
Descriptors: Comprehension/Precision
T*aching/Corrective Feedback/Motivational
Strategies/Direct Monitoring/Individualized
Instruction/Mastery Learning/Learning
Strategies/Multisensory Techniques/VAKT/NIM.

Improvement of reading comprehension skills in low
achieving students was addressed by monitoring their
progress utilizing precision teaching. Screening
devices such as inf.erest inventories, learning styles
indicators, and skill based probes were administered to
solicit backgroun0 information. Individualized
remediation plans were developed based on the results of
the screening instvuments and skill development needs.
Students were introduced to precision teaching (daily
timings and charting), task sheets, and several learning
strategies. Results revealed an improvement in reading
comprehens!on for most of the students in the target
group. It was concluded that individualized remediation
plans, continuous monitoring of students' progress, and
daily charting of results utilizing precision teaching
facilitated students' learning. Appendices include
student profiles, analysis of prOgress, sample
assignments, task sheets, and logarithmetic charts.
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CHAPTER I

Purpose

setting

The setting for this practicum was an after school,

individualized, tutorial program. The tutorial program,

which was affiliated with a private university, was

designed to remediate skill deficits of students with

learning disabilities and to assist students

experiencing difficulty in their regular classroom

settings. Based on referrals from classroom teachers,

guidance counselors and parents, students ranging in

ability levels from kindergarten through grade eight

were accepted into the program for one or more eight

week tutorial sessions. Students met after school for

two 1 hour sess!ons per week and were instructed by

certified teachers pursuing advanced educational

degrees. An indIvidualized.learning plan, based on

precision teaching principles, was designed for each

student's specific needs.

This practicum began In January, 1989 and continued

for two 8 week sessions through June, 1989. A program

administrator and five female teachers also particiPated

in the 16 week session.
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Student Profilea

Ann S., a,17 year old white tamale functioning nn

the fourth grade level, attended the eleventh grade at a

local public Ligh school. An only child, she resided

with her mother who worked full time. Ann was enrolled

in Specific Learning Disabilities (SLD) classes since

the time she attended elementary school and continued in

special etucation classes in high school. Ann was

enrolled in the tutorial program by her mother who was

concerned about her progress in reading. Although no

psychological evaluation was available for this student,

results from the Florida Statewide Assessment Test (SSAT

II) disclosed that Ann mastered only slx out of the

fifteen communication skills tested. Based on parent

and teacher conferences and results of preliminary tests

as outlined in TABLE I (Appendii A), It was determined

that remedIation in reading survival skills would

benefit Ann. Therefore, during the 16 week session. Ann

was Instructed in the following skills: (a) identifying

the main idea of a paragraph. and (b) increasing reading

fluency.

Kit S., a 15 year old whitq male eighth grade

student, attended a private religious school. Kit, the

oldest of three children. resided with both parents.

Kit was referred to the tutorial program due to his lack
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Of SUCCess in the regular classroom setting. Although

no psychological evaluation was available for Ki.t, it

was determined that he did not exhibit any learning

disabilities. Based on parent and teacher input and

results of preliminary tests as out! ined In TABLE I

(Appendix A), the skill areas targeted for remediation

were: (a) reading comprehension by paraphrasing. and

(b) reading fluency.

Craig K., a 12 year old white male fifth grade

student, attended a public school. He resided with both

parents and a younger sibling. Results from Craig's
;

psyChological evaluation diagnosed him as a Specific

Learning Disabilities (SLD) student. His mother

enrolled him in the part-time SLD program at his school

for one year. However, due to scheduling problems which

.caused the student to,miss some.of his daily instruction

in the regular'classrcom. his hours were reduced to

'zero, thus, still maintaining his eligibility for the

SLD program in the future. Results from Craig's

psychological testilig also indicated that a significant

discrepancy existed between his ability and achievement.

Test results further disclosed that he was of average

intelligence and was experiencing academ'.: difficulties

in reading. The student's full scal 1.0. on the

Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children Revised

3 10



(WISC-R) was 95 and his reading level was determined to

be at approximately the fourth grade level. Based on

results of preliminary tst administered by the writer,

as outlined in TABLE I (Appendix A), the foliowing stAll

areas were targeted for remediatlon: (a) determining

specific context clues, and (b) locating the main idea

of a paragraph.

Jennifer S.. an 8 'ear old white female, attended a

private religious scho, . She resided with both parents

and two younger siblings. No psychological evaluation

was available for the student. Howtver, based on

Information provided by the child's mother and results

of preliminary tests administered by the writer as

outlined In TABLE I (Appendix A). It was determined that

the student would benefit from remediation In reading

skills. The skills Jennifer received remediation In

were: (a) reading fluency, and (b) locating the main

Idea of a paragraph.

Kelly J.. a 10 year old white female, was enrolled

in the fourth grade at a local public school. She

resided with both parents and an older sibling. Kelly

was enrolled in the tutorial program by her parents for

more than one year and also attexied the summer tutorial

program. Psychological testing revealed that Kelly was

of high average intelligence. She did not exhibit any

4i1



processing difficulties and therefore, did not qualify

for any special programs offered at her elementary

school. Results from the Wide Range Achievement Test

(WRAT), which was administered approximately one year

ago, indicated that Kelly was performing below grade

level In all areas of reading. Based on data acquired

from Kelly's classroom teacher and from preliminary

tests as outlined i TABLE I (Appendix A), locating the

main idea was determined to be the _kill area In need of

remediatiol.

gblecCves

As evidenced by the results of the preliminary

tests administered, ail students In the target group

necessitated remedlation In reading comprehension

skills. The following outcome objectives were

anticipated for each participant after instruction:

611.0._a.i.. Crabs: K., Jennifer S., and Kelly J.

1. Given a set of five paragraphs at the

appropriate grade level, each student will

correctly circle the main Idea of each

paragraph In one minute.

5
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Ann.L., =AL, and Jennifer S.:

2. Given a story at the appropriate grade level,

each student will correctly read 130 to 150

words in one minute.

3. After reading a short story at the eighth grade

level, the student will correctly paraphrase

the selection by writing eight or nine details

In five minutes.

Cralo K.:

4. Given a set of 20 fifth grade sentences

containing context clues, the student will

correctly underline 18 to 20 definitions In one

minvte.

The researcher:

5. The researcher's knowledge of aci..demic methods

will increase by 50 points as measured by a

pretest and posttest.

6
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CHAPTER II

Research and Solution Strategy

A review of the professional literature clearly

indicated a concern among edUcators regarding the need

to improve students' reading comprehension skills.

Paters and Lloyd (1987) estimated that approximately 40

percent of all school children have trouble with reading

comprehension. According to Pearson, as quoted by

Baumann (1983), "comprehension is an Idea whose time has,

come.° The literature also revealed a variety of

educational philosophies, instructional techniques, and

specific teaching strategies which can be used to

improve students' reading comprehension skills.

Success in reading comprehension involves mastery

of a myriad of prerequisite skills such as vocabulary

background, decoding skills, a prior knowledge base, and

the development of specific cognitive processes. The

research further implied that certain characteristics

and principles for developing effective reading

comprehenston programs are necessary. Instructional

methods and edUcational materials play an important role

in developing a successful reading comprehension

program.

7
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According to Baumann (1983), six princples should

be considered when developing an effective reading

comprehension program:

1. Teach Relevant Skills: Instruction should

Include skills which will directly help the

students better unders'..and what they are

reading.

2. Proceed From Simple To Comolex: Teachers

should train students on a simple target task

and then move on to more complex procedures.

3. Provide Enough Instruction: Research has shown.

that the more time allotted to reading

instruction, the greater the level of

achievement.

4. Administer Direct Instrttction: Instruction

should focus on clear goals, continuous

monitoring of students' performance, and

provide immediate corrective feedback.

5. Provide Teacher-Directed Apolication: Students

should be able to transfer acquired skills to

new settings.

6. Reouire Independent Practice: Provisions

should be made to allow students to practice

and reinforce the skills taught.

8 15



Treiber and Lahey (1983) also found thaz utilizing

a behavioral approach for the remediation of skill

deficits Is effective. Three characteristics must be

present for an effective academic remedlation program.

These characteristics include: (a) individualization

and mastery learning, (b) cfrect teaching, and (c)

emphasis on measurement.

Instructional Stratedes

Several instructional strategies for improving

reading comprehension which reflect the characteristics

of an effective remedial reading program were

InVestigated. Koenke (1988) concluded from researching

79 Chapter I reading programs that the most effective

instructional practices for improving reading

comprehension included the use of timed readings, skill

practice materials, daily reading of easy material,

flash card drills, and modeling. In order for drills

with flash cards to be effective in remedial instruction

they must be brief, frequent, and fast-paced (Obrand,

1989). Practice and drill of unknown vocabulary words

should oe used for only one or two minutes per session.

Drill activities should be paced throughout the lesson

at frequent interval3.

9 16



Nurolopical Impress Method

The research also disclosed that the Neurological

Impress Method (NIM) Is an effective strategy for

improving reading comprehension. Initially, NIM was

developed primarily to Improve word cecognitIon skills

and reading fluency. According to research conducted by

Henk (1983), however, student./ gtneral reading

comprehension Improved ar 4eil, when using NIM. In

another study conducted by Strong and Yurek (1986),

utilizing the NIN with elementary school children

resulted In improved reading fluency and reading

comprehension. In NIM, the student and teacher read in

unison for several minutes. The teacher proceeds at a

pace faster than the student. As .the two read, the

teavher's voice is directed toward the student's right

ear. While reading, the teacher''a finger slides along

under the words that are being spoken. By utilizing

thls method, the student sees, hears, and pronounces

words simultaneously as modeled by the teacher. This

provides the student with constant reinforcement of

letter-sound associations.

Method of Repeated Reading

Another effective strategy for improving reading

comprehension Is the Method of Repeated Reading (MRR).

lo 17



This method, which is similar to NIM, requires the

student to re-read a short, meaningful passage several

times until a satisfactory level of fluency is reached.

The MRR is based on the,theory of automatic information

processing. According to this theory, fluent readers

decode automatically leaving their attention free for

comprehension. Based on research conducted by Kann

(1983), when the MRR was used Is an adjunct to regular

instruction with elementary school children, significant

gains were made In reading comprehension and reading

speed. A method similar to MRR, known as the "talking

book" method was also used successfully with LD

students. In the "talking book" method, the teacher

tal?es entire books and students listen and read to the

cassette tape. Both methods improve reading fluency,

comprehension, attitudes and motivation for the disabled

reader (Kann. 1963).

VAKT

Another multisensory approach for teaching reading

la VAKT which includes the use of visual, auditory,

kinesthetic, and tactile relationships of letters or

words. Based on research conducted by Thorpe and Borden

(1985), when VAKT was used with primary LD students the

results indicated that multisensory instruction Is
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successful. Their study disclosed that on-task behavior

Increased and more learning occurred.

Self-Duestionina Technlaueg

Self-questioning techniques have proven to be

another effective method for improving reading

comprehension skills in elementary school children. A

self-questioning strategy was imployed by Clark, et. al

(1984) with elementary LD students. The strategy

consisted of three steps:

1. Read the passage and ask "WH" questions.

2. Answer the questions while reading.

3. Mark the answers with the appropriate symbol.

Before the students applied the strategy, they wece

provided with examples of each "WH" question.: who,

what, where, when, and why. Symbols were identified for

each type of question to enable students to

appropriately mark their answers when located In the

text. Results of the experiment utilizing

self-questioning techniques disclosed that five of the

six LD students in the study group improved their

reading comprehension on posttosts.

Nolte and Singer (1985) conducted research

utilizing the concept of "active comprehension

Instruction" with nine and ten year olds. Nolte and

12 19



Singer hypothesized that "active comprehension

Instruction" places the focus of control on the students

and enables the students to learn a reading process that

will help them achleveself-defIned goals. Students in

the group were trained to ask their own questions

before, during, and after reading stories. Instruction

Included the kinds of questions to ask in order to

achieve a specific goal and how to search for: the

appropriate answers in the reading materlal. The data

from this study indicated that "active comprehension"

enhances comprehension on the passages studied, and

general comprehension is improved when this technique la

transferred to other Leading material.

R.A.P.

Paraphrasing is an Important process in the

development of students' reading comprehension.

students are often able to read a particular passage but

are unable to express the material in their own words.

The instructional strategy known as R.A.P. is a

procedure developed to assist students in learning how

to paraphrase mateLial and to strengthen reading

comprehension skills. The R.A.P. technique consists of

the following three steps:

I. "R" - Read two paragraphs.



2. "A" - Ask yourself what you just read.

3 "P" - Put In your own words.

This procedure enables students to Internalize what has

been read and Is effective for developing comprehension

In all content areas.

hdvance Orcanizerm

Research has Indicated that the use of advance

organizers or task sheets is another effective technique

to facilitate learning. The concept of advance

organizers was first introduced In 1960 and refers to

activities that the instructor will use prior to actual

instruction. Lenz (1989) stated that using advance

organizers at the beginning of a lesson sets the stage

for the learner and provides structure to the lesson.

Advance organizers often provid4 a lesson framework,

list concepts to be taught, provide a sequence to

instruction, and state anticipated goals or outcomes.

Modifications to the advance organizer or task sheet are

made according to individual student needs, skill

development, and maturity level.

precision Teaching

Although many strategies are available to improve

students' reading comprehension, research has shown that

It Is also Important for teachers to utilize some type



of monitoring system to measure students' progress and

to make adaptations In the Instructional program when

necessary. An effective monitoring system for measuring

students' learning and proficiency of skills Is known as

precision teaching or precision measurement. According

to Metusky and Tango (1980), precision teaching is a

countiag of movements per minute of a chosen activity

(behavior). The counting is done daily and the number

of movements is recorded on a logarithmic chart to

enable both the teacher and student to see, discuss, and

evaluate performance.

Precision teaching is based on the work of Dr.

Ogden Lindsay who applied the principles of operant

conditioning developed by B. F. Skiner to the management

of instruction. The lundamental principle of precision

teaching Is that the learner knoWe best. If the child

is progressing, the program Is right for the child. If

the child Is not progressing, the program Is

inappropriate and should be adjusted.

Precision teaching is comprised of three.Main

characteristics: (a) it is a direct measure of

student's progress; (b) it Is a continuous or daily

measure of progress: and (c) it uses rate or frequency

of response within a set time limit. The five

15 22



components to the precisicn teexhing technique are: (a)

pinpointing, (b) counting and recording, (c) setting

aims, (d) charting, and (e) decision making.

Pinpointing is choosing an academic or social

behavior that needs to be changd. The behavior must be

observable, repeatable, and have a start and end. The

behavior must also be stated in observable terms.

After the teacher chooses a behavior, the counting

period must then be determined. In precision teaching,

the unit of measure most often used is "frequency per

minute." Frequency per minute is the number of

behaviors occurring during a one minute timing.

The next component is setting alms for the

individual student. An aim is a goal set within a

specific range to allow for indityldual student

differences and to enable students to reach their

highest potential.

Charting student progress is Another important

aspect of the precision teaching method. Charting

provides both the student and the teacher with a visual

picture of the progress being made. In precision

teaching, charting is done on a semi-logarithmetic

chart, which reflects proportional change or growth. In

this way, a more accurate picture of the learning taking

place is provided.

16 23



As a r4sult of charting the student's progress. the

teacher Is able to make decisions regarding the

student's.academic program. Decisions may include

changing (.1te skill to an easier or more difficult one,

breaking the skill into smaller components, changing the

instructional method, or adjusting the learning

environment.

Many instructional strategies and methods are

available t- develop students' reading comprehension

skills. Vocabulary development, skill practice, and

drill are often used effectively. Timed ceadings and

reinforcement activities also facilitate the development

of reading comprehens:on. Using such techniques

appropriately will ultimately resu!t in success for the

studen4s.

wob
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CHAPTER II/

Method

Prior to beginning the tutorial sessions with tne

students several inservice meetings were attended. The

meetings were designed to Int.ndUce the goals of the

tutorial program and to become familiar with prc3ram

procedures and requirements to be utilized during the 16

week session. The program administrator outlined the

concept of precision teaching, specific terms unique to

precision teaching, and shared teaching techniques to be

used for student instruction. A pretest was

adMinistered to assess knowledge of pertinent academic

methods. A posttest was also given to measure learning

during the course of the implementation period. During

the 16 week session, weekly inservices were held to

discuss additional teaching techniques, to investigate

instructional methods and materials, to determine each

student's progress, and to make adjustments In student's

individualized programs when necessary.

At the initial tutorial session each student's

needs were assessed. Interest inventories, creative

writing samples, and informal skill-based tests (probes)

were administered to each student as a means of

developing individual- student profiles. In order to

18 25



obtain a more complete profile of each student, input

from each student's classroom reacher and parents was

solicited. Stueent records were analyzed. The results

of these assessments made Ii. possible to identify skill

deficits for all five students and to determine a common

skill deficit in which to focus instruction.

At the initial tutorial session, students were also

provided with the program's operational procedur4s.

Each student was given a specially prepared folder. The

organization of the folder was explained to each

student. The left hand side of each student's folder

contained a daily task sheet, a probe for each skill,

and a logarithmet!c chart for each skill. A task sheet

(Appendix B) Is a prioritized list of the student's

daily assignments. The task sheets served as an advance

organizer an( provided the student with a preview of the

expectations of each tutorial session. Each student's

task sheet began with an enabling activity, An enabling

activity is an exercise in the form of an educational

game, written assignment, or drill which provides

practice for on* of the targeted skills. The enabling

activity, itself, was located In the right hand folder

pocket. Each enabling activity was immediately followed

by a probe (Appendix C) or a one minute test of the

targeted skill. Each probe was identified on the task

2
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sheet with a colored dot which corresponded to the

colored dot on the actual probe. The student's task

sheet alternately Ilsted an enabling activity and a

probe for each targeted skill. Following each probe was

a logarlthmetic chart (Appendix D) for each targeted

skill. The logarlthmetic chart was also color coded by

skill. The color coding of each targeted skill on,the

task sheet, probe, and logarlthmetic chart kept each

student organized, enabled him/her to locate materials

readily, and allowed'for more efficiency during each

tutorlai session.

Each logarithmetic chart contained a data box on

the right hand side, a grid, a place'for the student's

name and targeted skill, and a place to indicate the aim

or goal f..x skill mastery. The data box was used to

record the student's scores from the daily timings. The

number of correct responses was written over the number

of incorrect responses. These figures were then

transferred to the logarithmetic chart. The vertical

lines on the logarithmetic chart represented the days of

the week; the horizontal lines represented the rate of

responses per minute. A dot represented the number of

correct responses; an "X" represented the number of

incorrect responses. A line was used to connect the

dots and another line was used to connect the X's. This

20 27



provided each student with a visual representation of

his/her progress for each skill.

Mastery level alms for each student were determined

by suggested performance standardS, grade level ability,

median performance of similar students, and the

performance of an adult divided by two-thirds. Each

student's weekly aim was derived by multiplying each

student's number of correct items at the end of the week

by 1.2. This formula provided a 20 percent increase in

each student/3 weekly aim. The weekly aim for each

skill was written on the task sheet along side the

corresponding probe.

Although a remediation plan targeting individual

skill defic'ts was developed for each student

participant, it was determined that all of the students

necessitated remediation in reading comprehension.

Specifically, the two areas of focus for all student

participants were locating the main idea of a paragraph

and increasing reading fluency.

Neurolooical Imeress Method

In order to increase reeding fluency, Ann, Kit, and

Jennifer were Introduced to the Neurological Impress

Method (NIM). When uaing this method, each student was

seated slightly in front and to the left of the

2 1
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Instructor. Th Instructor and student read the same

material simultaneously aloud while the instructor

pointed to each word. The Instructor's volc:: was

slightly louder than the student's. Reading speed was

increased gradually. Materials were chosen from the

student's basal reader at one grade level below the

student's instructional reading level. Words missed by

each student were noted for later remedlation and

practice. NIM was used for a few minutes at every

session. Higher level reading materials were

periodically introduced to each student.

Kina-writinq

To assist Kit, Jennifer, and Ann In identifying

mispronounced words or unfamiliar words noted during

NIM, the klna-writing technique, a form of VAKT, was

introduced. This technique enabled the students to

practice unknown words and to increase reading fluency.

Each student's unknown words were copied on a 4 1/4 inch

by 11 inch strip of white tagboard. These strips were

called kina-cards (Appendix E). Each word was written

in an exaggerated form. Since the students were In the

intermediate grades, they were instructed to write the

word In a sentence on the back of the kina-card rather

than drawing a picture of the word. After writing the
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word lea sentence, each student turned the card over

and traced the unfamiliar word three times using three

different colored markers. As each student traced

words, each student was reminded to keep his/her elbows

off the table. After tracing, the words were said aloud

and then written on the chalkboard while the student's

eyes were closed. If the word was incorrectly written,

it was re-written. Each student's kina-cards were filed

in a separate box for use as flash cards to reinforce

individual vocabulary skills during later sessions.

Kit was the only student In the target group who

needed remediatIon In paraphrasing short stories. After

explaining the term "paraphrasing", Klt was Introduced

to the R,A.P. technique. The steps of this technique

Were printed on a 5 x 8 index card which Kit placed in

his folder for quick reference whenever necessary

(Appendix F). Kit was Introduced to a short story every

two sessions (Appendix G). At the first session, he

read the story and used R.A.P. to list details of what

was read. At the next session, Kit re-read the story

and was required to paraphrase it within the allotted

time.
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ConiexVClues

Craig was the only student in tho group whose

targeted skill was using specific context clues to

determine word meanings. The material to develop

context clues was taken from the reading text that Creig

used in class, making the exercises more meaningful.

The term "context clue" was explained to Craig as taking

the form ot synonyms, antonyms, examples, and

non-examples. As an enabling activity for this skill,

several sentences each containing an underlined urKnovin

word were provided (Appendix H). The student circled

all words in the sentence which related to the meaning

of the unknown word and determined whether the circled

words were synonyms, antonyms, or examples. The

dictionary was consulted to determine the meaning of

words that were unfamiliar to Crilg.

Questionino StrateoLta

Ann, Craig, Jennifer, and Kelly needed remediation

in determining the stateU main idea of a short

paragraph. Short parugraphs at each student's

appropriate grade level, were provided at every session

(Appendix I). Prior to reading the daily assigned

paragraph, the following questions were asked:

I. Who is the paragraph about?
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2. What is happening?

3. Where is it happening?

4. When is it happening?

5. Why is it happening?

After reading, answers to the questions were

underlined and marked by type of question. This

technique was used at each session as an enabling

activity,to develop comprehension skills. Proficiency

in determining answers to each type of question was

increased gradually.

In addition to the specific individualized program

for each student, all students were provided with an

assortment of instructional materials. Flash cards.

worksheets, electronic instructional materials, and

manipulatives were used on a regular basis. Varying

techniques and materials enabled students to enjoy the

sessions while improving reading comprehension skills.
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CHAPTER IV

Results

Students' posttest scores as outlined in Table II

(Appendix J) indicate that the outcome objectives were

achieved. Using precision teaching, a variety of

instructional methods, and recognizing individual

student learning style preferences kept students

interested, motivated, and willing to strive for skill

mastery.

Oblective I

Ann, Craig, Jennifer, and Kelly were able to master

the targeted skill of locating a stated main idea of a

paragraph on their respective reading levels. Ann

progressed slowly in mastering this skill. At the

beginning of the sessions, Ann was unable to correctly

choose the main idea of a paragraph. However, after

several weeks, scores were steadily increased and a

mastery level was reached at the end of the 16 weeks.

Initially, Craig was also unable to achieve mastery

level in Ici:ating the stated main idea of grade level

material. However, progress varied at each session.

Results from the original timing disclosed an inability

to correctly identify any main ideas. After a few

sessions, this skill was mastered at the fourth grade
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level and fifth grade reading level materials were

IntrodUced. The first few timings at this level

resulted In several errors. As experience was gained,

"locating the main idea" scores were quickly increased.

At the end of the sessions, a mastery level on fifth

grade reading material was reached.

Jennifer's initial timing on locating the main idea

resulted in a perfect score. Rather than changing the

targeted skill the level of difficulty was increased.

Beginning scores on fourth grade material resulted in

low scores. Scores were then gradually increased each

week until mastery level was achieved.

Kelly's progress in locating the stated ma.in idea

of a paragraph was similar to that of Jennifer's. The

initial timing on fourth grade material resulted in a

perfect score. The level of skill difficulty was then

increased. On the first timing in the more difficult

material, two items were correctly identified with two

errors. Scores were gradually increased each session

until mastery level of the targeted skill was achieved.

The use of questioning techniques greatly assisted

students in achieving mastery level In locating t main

idea.

2 7
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ObJectIve a

Increasing reading fluency was the targeted skill

for Ann, Kit, and Jennifer at their respective grade

levels. A variety of reading materials waw chosen

develop Ann's reading fluency. Scores were maintained

for several weeks without much Improvement. However, at

the last few sessions the scores increased until mastery

level _was achieved. A mastery level was reached by

using kina-writini, and flash cares to assist with the

unknown words.

Kit's reading fluency did not improve a great deal

during the first few weeks. After the third vmek

however, reading fluency was attained with a score of

133 words correct and one error. Skill mastery was

achieved.

Jennifer was originally placed in third grade

reading materials to develop reading fluency. Mastery

scores we.-e surpassed with a final score of 206 w,Jrd3

correct. Therefore, the level of skill difficulty was

increased. This score improved on:y slightly for

several weeks. During the last few weeks of the

progeam, a mastery level was achieved with a final score

of 152 correct and zero errors. The use of HIM and
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klna-writing were effective strategies In improving

students' reading fluency.

Oblective 3

Reading selections and then paraphrasing them was

another of 'it's targeted skills. At each se, don, a

short story was read and the story's main idea nd

several details were listed using R.A.P. At the next

session, the story was re-read and paraphrased within

five minutes. Every two sessions a new story was

IntrodUced. Progress was slow and a great deal of

difficulty was experienced in locating and restating

details to support the main idea. During the first four

sessions, the main Idea and only two to four supporting

details were stated. However, at each subsequent

session one more detail was added within the five minute

timing. Although mastery level of stating eight to nine

items in five minutes was not achieved, the goal was

eminent. If the implementation period had continued a

mastery level In paraphrasing would have been achieved.

The R.A.P. technique was an effective method in

developing paraphrasing skills.

Craig was the only student whose targeted sk:ll was

locating specific context clues. It was determined that
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a great deal of remediation and practice was needed in

locating context clues in order to reach a mastery

level. Each week the number of correct responses was

increased by ons item. This gradual increase was

maintained throughout the program. Although mastery

level was not achieved, some progress was made. Ending

scores resulted in 11 items correct with zero errors.

Guestioning,techniques and dictionary usage assisted

Craig in his ability to identify u6ntext clues.

Although all students In the group did not reach

the anticipated mastery level for each targeted skill,

most students did progress to some degree. By utilizing

precision teaching, students were able to see their

daily improvement and strive to increase their scores.

Precision teaching motivated and challenged the

students.

ObJectIve 5

Progress was also made by the researcher. A

pretest score of 30 and a p.....,ttest score of 100 resulted

in a 70 point increase. The writer's objective of a 50

point increase was auhieved.

This practicum proved to be a learning experience

for the students as well as the practicum writer. The

experience provided the opportunity to utilize precision
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teaching and realize how it can be adjusted for use in

either a small or large group situation. In addition to

'becoming familiar with the precision teaching technique,

an understanding of new teaching strategies and

materials for use In a regular classroom setting was

gained.
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CHAPTER V

Recommendations

After analyzing the results of the practicam,

several recommendations can be made with regard to

individu41 student's progress, method0 of instruction,

and Instructional materials in reading comprehension and

reading fluncy. Four of th fiv students in th

target group recived remediation in locating the stated

main idea of a paragralin. Although all of the students

wer successful and reached mastery level, other methods

materials could have been used to teach the skill.

More manipulative, hands-on activities would have been

beneficial and possibly would have increased students'

interest. However, due to time constraints, it was

difficult to prepare teacher made instructional

materials for all skills. Also, a great deal of

commercially prepared manipulative materials to teach

this skill were not available. As a subsequent skill to

developing the stated main idea of a paragraph, the four

students should focus on creative writing exercises such

es writing thir own stories to include a main idea and

several supporting details.

The Neurological Impress Method (NM) to develop

reading fluency vas positively received by the students.
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The use of this technique enabled all three students to

achieve mastery level. It is recommended that NIM be

continued in tutorial sessions and in each student's

regular classroom. Although NIM is a one-on-one

instructional approach, 4t can be adaptvd for use within

t2le regular classroom setting. Teacher aldct, students,

and parent volunteers could be inserviced in this method

to assist individual students as needed.

Although Kit demonstrated progress in his ability

to paraphrase Short stories, it is recommended that

additional remediation in this skill be continued.

Paraphrasing material in specific content areas such as

science and social studies would reinforce this skill

and provide aetter understanding of the content In these

two subject areas.

Craig demonstrated progress in identifying specific

context clues. However, continued work on this skill is

'necessary in order to achieve mastery level. It is

recommenled that in addition to working on read=ng

related material to develop context ciues, Aaterial from

other subjects should also be used. This would a;low

the development of content vocabulary and identification

of uLfamillar words encountered in these other subJects.

Precision teaching can be adapted for use in the

regular classroom setttng. Since the writer was

3 3
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Impressed with precision teaching and with the impact it

had on the target students, this measurement system will

be recommended to other classroom teachers. :NM

centers could be set up in the regular classroom and

students could take turns "visiting' these centers

dUring reading seatwork time. After preparing

individual student folders containing a task sheet and

charts for each member of the class, students could then

be assigned to a skill station. Each skill station

could have atop watches, probes, and enabling

activities. The classroom teacher could pair up two

students work at these skill stations several times

per week. This system would motivate students to

increase their scores and would provide a variety of

materials co spark students' interest in learning.

Developing reading comprehension in low achieving

students requires mastery of many different skills. The

use of a variety of instructional materials and

techniques to meet individual student learning styles

was an Important factor for success. The use of NIM,

kina-writing, and questioning techniques facilitated

students' progress and mastery of the targeted skills.
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APPENDIX A

TABLE I

Pretest Scores of Target Group

Number Correci
. athaat skui Lusa Win& History Level

Ann S. Main Idea 5 0 5

Reading
Fluency

.

5 98 130-150

Kit S. Paraphrasing 8 3 8-9
(5 min)

Reading
Fluency 8 93 130-150

Craig K. Context Clues 5 6 18-20

Main Idea 5 0 5

Jennifer S. Reading
Fluency 4 78 130-150

Main Idea 4 1 5

Kelly J. Main Idea 4 ' 5
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Append! x 13

Samp 1 e Task Sheet

SINES'

NAM KIT S.

11 Date MaY 30, 1989 Don*
1 Outline Worksheets_ Mos_b2 s. ka CT

Ze412 See-Write Outline AIM 12

4,43 See Story - Read: The Ugly Duckling Alt.1,5

&115

41 116L P.
i ll

See Stor - Para hrase Bills an AIM 8

.us AlLsusi

41 Vocabulary Cards Match

7,See- Match Vocabulacv AIM 15

8 Spelling Scrabble Letters

09 Hear Word- Write

10

11

12

Er
AIM 100 co-

CEEr.:2> C=7.1> =1>
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SEE STORY / READ

Ali

Appendix C

Samp e Probe

Jam Craighead aifirge

In the woods by a stream lies an old. worn 10

stone. It is big as a bear and gray as a rain 12

cloud. 1

Moss gardens grow on its ridges and 7

humps. Ferns cast shadows of lace on its sides. 9

A puddle of water lies like a lake near its top, 11

and butterflies sit nearby. 4

A stone by a stream in the woods is like a 11

tiny country. It has its own forests, valleys, and 9

pools. It has its own creatures that live out 9

their liveshunting, sleeping, and working 6

--all upon a stone. 4

A summer day dawns. 4

Deep under the stone a mole cricket 7

moves. Fuzzy hairs cover his backlike fur. 8

His feet are small shovels that dig the soil ds 10

he hunts for food. 4

As he works by himself in the ground 8

under the stone, he breathes through his belly. 8

He hears with his knees, smells with his 8

antennae, and sees tnrough the thousands of 7

parts of his eyes. 4

Since his hatching in spring, his knees have 8

never heard another mole crrket. His antennae 7

%aye never smelled one. 4

4 1
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Appendix E

Kina-writing

1. Th unknown word is copied in exaggerated form for the
student on a 4 1/2 X 11 inch strip of white tagboard.

Hte
2. The tudent writes a sentence using the unknown word on

the back of the card.

3. The studnt traces the word on the reverse side of the
card 3 times while saying the word aloud.

4. The student writes the word on the chalkboard with eyes
closed.
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Appendix F

R.A.P. Technique

RAP

R Read two paragraphi

A Ask yourself what you just read
P Put in your own words
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Appendl x G

Short Story for Paraphrasing

Cats are dean animals and easy to housebreak. A shallow pan or box can be covered
with an inch or so of sand, sawdust, or litter. Litter can be bought at pet stores,
supermarkets, and hardware notes. The pan should always be in the same place.

To teach a cu, one must watch him carefully. When he begins to search for one
place after another, he must be put into his pan. The litter must be changed often,
and die pan must be washed with soap and water every few days.

A cat will sands to wear off his old claws. He will need a scratching post to
reduce damage to furniture. Every time thcat claws a the furnittire, the scratching
post should be pointed out to him until he learns to use it without help.

A cu enjoys a soft ball, a toy mouse, or some other kind of toy. Such objects
should be too large for the cat to swallow.

Most eats enjoy playing. They are independent ...limas, however, and play only
when they feel like it.

Most cats refuse to be disciplined althougt ly may understand "no." They
learn their names quickly, and many will come hen called. If s 1t is told what to
do and he likes the trick, he will learn to do it.

et. cat should be confined to the house, especially at night. Cau that are allowed .
to roans disturb the neighbors with their crying and fighting. A female cat should
never be allowed to roam during her mating season.

Proper care usually will eliminate the threat of disease or injury. Unusual symp
toms should be watched for, and visits to the veterinarian should be regular. A cat
must be vaccinated early against rake.si and other serious diseases.

A cat will lick his fur to clean it. As he licks it, he will swallow hairs that form
litde felt-like balls in his stomach and intestines.

Although hait balls can be prevented by brushing a cat daily, some will form
anyway. A veterinuian can r-/scribe a remedy to help a cat eliminate the hair.

A cat should never be dropped because he can be seriously injured. Cats do not
always land on their feet as many people think.
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SIX SMINIMICEMAM COMM' CLUE

I. Tim, who studies the stars, was interested in astronomy.

2. The moon has many craters or holes made by meteors.

1. The path around the park is circular.0

4. The aliens seemed strange at first, butthen we got used to them.

X
to

5. A car, a baby carriage, and a wagon are all vehicles.Li 3
C c)

4,6. That new crossing guard is a trainee who is learning his job .

It X

7. The linguists could each speak five languages.
0
t)

H. The mathematicians were able to solve the difficult problem.

9. At first the sick man spoke in an incoherent manner. It was several hours before hebegan to make sense.

10. The famine caused mue-h sufferiAg. Hundreds of people starved to deatu.

11. Beverly watched the minnuws all morning. The smell silver fish barely moved.

12. The group of birds flew over my house. Then the flock landed on the pont..
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APPENDIX J

TABLE II

Posttest Scores of Target Group

Etude At. Skill linel

Number Correct
fosttest Mastery Level

Ann S. Main Idea 5 5 5

Reading
Fluency 5 184 130-150

Klt S. Paraphrasing 8 7 8-9

Reading
Fluency 8 133 130-150

Craig K. Context Clues rJ 11 18-20

Main Idea 5 5 5

Jennifer S. Reading
Fluency 4 152 130-150

Main Idea 4 5 5

Kelly J. Main Idea 4 5 5


